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Abstract

The status of the third person pronoun as a third element in verbless 
clauses has been a much studied issue in the history of Biblical Hebrew 
syntax. As with most intriguing grammatical phenomena, scholarly 
opinion on this issue has shifted considerably over the last century or 
more. While the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries witnessed 
adherents to both copular and non-copular analyses for the ‘pleonas-
tic’ pronoun in the so-called tripartite verbless clause, the second half 
of the twentieth century saw a consensus emerge, influenced particu-
larly by the arguments of eminent scholars like Muraoka and 
 Goldenberg: there was no pronominal copula in Biblical Hebrew. In 
this paper we argue that this position does not adequately account for 
the data from linguistic typology or comparative Semitics and does 
not reflect a sensitive reading of the discourse context of many biblical 
examples.

1. Introduction

Our purpose in this essay is to revisit a well-studied Biblical Hebrew  
(BH) grammatical phenomenon in order to nuance what has become 
the majority analysis. The specific phenomenon is the so-called tri-
partite verbless clause,1 that is, a clause lacking an overt verb as the 

* We thank John A. Cook and David Kummerow for extensive feedback on this 
paper, although we bear all responsibility for the views and any errors contained 
within. 

1 Technically, it is more accurate to refer to this structure as a ‘three-part non-
verbal copula clause’, where the non-verbal copula is either null (Ø) or, as we argue 
below, pronominal. See Zewi and Lev 2008 for an exhaustive bibliography on the 
verbless clause in Hebrew (although the reader should be aware that the section on 
general linguistics does not include any of the myriad generative studies). 
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predicate and consisting of three primary constituents, at least one of 
which is a third-person pronoun (henceforth, ‘PRON’), as in (1), 
given with two translations. 

(1)  Gen. 36:8

! "# $% &'( )*+ ,& 
a) ‘Esau is Edom’ (= copular analysis)
b) ‘Esau, he is Edom’  (= dislocation analysis)

For well over a century, the status of PRON in this clause type has 
been much debated. The basic question is whether PRON functions 
as an anaphoric pronoun, producing a dislocation structure, or as a 
copular element. In his 1888 study of word order in the verbless 
clause Albrecht concluded that ‘in allen diesen Beispielen das Pro-
nomen wirklich als Copula aufzufassen ist’ (1888: 251). With 
 Albrecht in this ‘copula camp’ we may include, among others, Ewald 
1879, Brockelmann 1913, 1956, and, later, Israeli scholars like 
 Bendavid 1971 and Sappan 1981.2 

In contrast, others eschewed the copular analysis for PRON and took 
it as resumptive constituent in a dislocation construction.3 In the 
resumptive pronoun camp we may include, among others,4 Driver 1892, 
Davidson 1901, Gesenius-Kautzsch 1910, Joüon 1923, Andersen 1970,5 

2 Albrecht 1888; Ewald 1879: §297a; Brockelmann 1913: 2:41, 104, §§22, 
52–3; 1956: §30a; Sappan 1981: 92–111. 

3 Waltke and O’Connor (1990) discuss the tripartite verbless clause in §§8.4.1b 
and 16.3.3. In the former section, they call PRON a superfluous ‘dummy’ pronoun 
(so also Joosten 1991: 221). In the latter section they invoke the label ‘copula’ but 
do so in a way that suggests that they see a copula as a ‘pleonastic’ constituent. They 
then analyse all the examples (excepting Gen. 36:8 )*+ ,& &'( ! "# $%) as ‘casus pendens’ 
constructions. Note, however, that in their discussion of subject pronouns with 
finite verbs, Waltke and O’Connor suggest that it is ‘doubtful that any major lin-
guistic element can truly be superfluous or redundant’ (§16.3.2a). 

4 Driver 1892: 267–71, §198–§199; Davidson 1901: §106; GKC 1910: 453, 
§141f; Joüon 1923: 466–70, §154; Waltke and O’Connor 1990: §16.3.3a–b; JM 
2006: §154i. 

5 Andersen identifies the PRON as both a resumptive and pleonastic pronoun 
(1970:36). He recognizes that some examples of the PRON, like Ezek. 22:24 -. /& 
&0 1( ( "2 "(34 -5 &3 6 7 82 8& ‘you are a land not cleaned’, could legitimately be identified as 
a copula. But he takes the PRON examples in his corpus (the Pentateuch) to be 
either pleonastic/resumptive pronouns in dislocation structures (e.g., Gen. 36:8 ! "# $% 
)*+ ,& &'( ‘Esau, he is Edom’ 1970: 60, #84) or ‘duplication’ (e.g., Gen. 25:16 ( 89 $& 
6& $% "5 -: 10 0 $; -< ) $( ‘these are the sons of Ishmael’, 1970: 52, #5). 
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Muraoka 1985,6 1999, 2006, Gross 1987,7 Geller 1991, Joosten 1991, 
Zewi 1996ab, 1999ab, 2000,8 Joüon-Muraoka 1991/2006,9 and 
 Woodard 2009.

The problem with both approaches is that neither analysis makes 
good contextual sense with all the examples.10 A via media, which has 

6 Muraoka discusses the PRON in a chapter titled, ‘Pronominal Copula’. And 
yet his discussion makes it clear that he generally views the PRON as contributing 
some sort of emphasis to the clause. He concludes the chapter thus: ‘It therefore is 
not a mere copula in the Indo-European sense of the term nor should it be reduced 
to the status of a pleonastic and dispensable particle, for it lexically marks
what would otherwise be indicated, I presume, only prosodically’ (1985: 82). For 
 Muraoka’s later views, see §5 below. 

7 Gross’s 1987 monograph on the pendens construction contains a wealth of 
data, but we agree with Naudé’s fundamental critique that Gross’s heavily taxo-
nomic approach and choice of linguistic theory cause him to miss important struc-
tural generalizations (Naudé 1990: 117–20). On the specific issue of the pronomi-
nal copula, Gross argues against the copular analysis for two primary reasons (1987: 
137–8): he does not perceive that the pronoun adds the same kind of information 
that the lexical copula (0( does; and since it is not obligatory in all verbless clauses, 
the dislocation analysis is preferable. Besides Naudé 1990 and this current work, we 
can now add another rebuttal to this argument: Kummerow 2011 and 2013 grounds 
the copular analysis deeply in typology and functional linguistics. 

8 Zewi argues that the tripartite verbless clauses including PRON are examples 
of ‘extraposed subject and a predicate clause’ (1996: 52). She allows, however, that 
PRON may have developed into a copula in modern Hebrew (1996:43). 

9 As Muraoka notes in his 1999 study, he ‘took leave’ of the term ‘copula’ 
applied to PRON for good in his revision of Joüon’s grammar (Joüon and Muraoka 
1991, 2006). 

10 For example, Geller takes the PRON as a necessary part in forming a cleft 
construction that serves to contrast the clefted noun with alternatives deduced from 
the context.

Some of the explicitly contrastive examples refer to God; for example, Deut. 
4:35 kî YHWH hû’ ha‘elohîm ’ên ‘ôd millebaddô ‘for it is YHWH who is God, 
none but He alone’; cf. also 4:39; Josh. 24:27; 1 Kgs 8:60; 18:39; Jer. 14:22; 
Neh. 9:6, 7. It seems likely that, especially in the context of hymns and prayers, 
such references to divinity may always be understood to imply contrast with 
other gods or divine beings, even if unstated. The nuance may be expressed as 
‘God alone,’ ‘He alone,’ ‘I alone,’ etc.; or, as required by context, ‘God Himself,’ 
‘You Yourself,’ etc. (1991: 20)
However, since not all examples express a discernible contrast, Geller suggests 

that in general the clefted noun grounds the statement in the discourse and the 
following clause with the subject pronoun emphasizes the fact of the predication. 
Geller indicates that only half of the examples he collected exhibit a contrast like 
that in 1 Kgs 18:39 ()0 1(= ,& "( &'( ( "!( -0 )0 1(= ,& "( &'( ( "!( -0); the remaining fall into one 
of six functional categories that Geller discerns. Yet, he relates all seven categories 
to a single general function: deixis. 

All the clauses in which the pleonastic construction occurs ‘point to’ another 
aspect of the speech context, another clause or, in the case of syntactic 
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been occupied by surprisingly few (e.g., Sappan 1982, Khan 1988, 
2006), is that both functions of PRON existed in BH: as a resump-
tive constituent in dislocations and as a copular item.11

2. PRON as a Resumptive Pronoun in Dislocation

Many tripartite verbless clauses are cases of left-dislocation (LD), with 
a few examples of right-dislocation (RD). Syntactically dislocation is 
an adjunction structure in which a constituent sits at the left (front) 
or right (back) edge of a clause and is resumed within the clause
itself by a coreferential constituent, most often a pronoun. The agree-
ment features of the resumptive constituent must match those of the 
dislocated constituent, as they do in the LD example in (2a).

(2a) Gen. 34:23 ) $( '; "6 &*6 >( ) ". -5 8( -<?6 "@ -! ) "; "0 -; 1A -! ) 8( $; -A 15
  ‘their livestock and their property and all their animalsi, are 

theyi not ours?’

In the example in (2a), the LD structure is made unambiguous by 
the position of the interrogative (. That is, since the interrogative ( 
is a phrasal clitic that attaches to the left edge of the clause, the pre-
ceding constituent ) ". -5 8( -<?6 "@ -! ) "; "0 -; 1A -! ) 8( $; -A 15 can only be in a site that 
is adjoined to the left edge (Naudé 1990). 

resumption…, part of a clause, in regard to some aspect of syntactic, topical or 
rhetorical function. (1991: 23) 
As for any copular function of PRON, Geller asserts such a function did not 

develop until after Biblical Hebrew.  
11 Although Sappan 1981 identifies more cases of copular PRON than we do, 

he follows a similar via media and makes an important methodological point (107):
!B C0D6 (B!2ED +F!&( 6: G!H0@:( G+05 C0D: 0G05&( IH0( G& A!0+D J!DA6 0+@ 
(B!2E( 0A6HD: 0;!:6( 25!H( 6: !EA0( G& A2 &6 A!+D6 ,CD!5@ ,!;06J ,(20:D: 
0!#J )(D: ,(6& )0A6HD )00!K5( )00;5:( )04E:5( 2EI5 G& )F &6& ,(20:(! 

G!2BAH G!&HI!;D !:!505 G& C!D:HD &0D(6 !;06J C@! ,L!F(?0!;0@ +F!&( &!D6 
( M)0(6&( &!( N(M C!F@) (20:D@ (B!2ED 

In order to fix precisely the true relationship that is between the prevalence of 
the copular pronoun in prose and that in poetry, we must, of course, examine 
not only the extent of the linguistic matter in sections of prose and poetry, but 
also the number of nominal clauses found in these sections, in which the copular 
pronoun is likely to come; we must also take into account its use in recurring 
formulae in prose, as in poetry (e.g., )0(6&( &!( N().
Sappan thus asserts that any sound investigation will not simply examine the 

occurrences of PRON, but also investigate those verbless clauses in which PRON 
is not used. Only then is it likely that any coherent analysis may be achieved. 
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Although most cases of dislocation are not quite as clearly marked 
as the example in (2a), the use of the structure is typically identifiable. 
Consider the examples of LD and RD in (2b–c), respectively.

(2b)  Left-dislocation: Isa. 1:7
O "G3& )0 16 -@3& )0 12 "B ) 8@ -P -F 8; -6 ) 8@ -G /5 -+ /&

 ‘your landi, before you strangers are consuming iti’

(2c)  Right-dislocation: Josh. 24:12
0 1235 ,& "( 0 $@ -6 /5 0 $; -: ) 8@0 $; -Q 15 ) "G*& : 82 "F -. /!

  ‘it [the ‘hornet’] drove themi out from before you, the two 
Amorite kingsi’

In a dislocation analysis each constituent is provided a syntactic role, 
even though there are more possible arguments than can be licensed 
by the verb. For instance, in (2b) the NP )0 12 "B is clearly the subject 
of the MP participle )0 16 -@3& and the PP ) 8@ -P -F 8; -6 is a verbal adjunct. 
The remaining two constituents, ) 8@ -G /5 -+ /& and O "G3&, create a tension 
in that only one can be licensed by the verb (it does not matter 
whether we capture this in terms of Case assignment or q-roles).
As a case of LD, the ) 8@ -G /5 -+ /& and O "G3& are linked by co-indexation 
and thus constitute just one syntactic constituent in terms of the 
argument structure. The same analysis applies to the example of RD 
in (2c).

Pragmatically, LD presents a Topic-Focus structure. The dislo-
cated constituent is the Topic, orienting the reader either to which 
entity (among multiple discourse possibilities) the following clause 
adds information or to scene-setting information (e.g., place, time).12 
The first lexical constituent in the clause carries Focus, which sets 
that item over against others in an established membership set.13 
Consider Gen. 34:23, presented again in (2d): 

(2d)  Gen. 34:23

) $( '; "6 &*6 >( ) ". -5 8( -<?6 "@ -! ) "; "0 -; 1A -! ) 8( $; -A 15
  ‘their livestock and their property and all their animalsi, are 

theyi not ours?’

12 Our Topic-Focus analysis of left-dislocation is modified from Prince’s (1998) 
‘partially-ordered set inference triggering function of left-dislocation’. 

13 See Holmstedt 2009a for a presentation of this model of information 
structure. 
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The initial NP ) ". -5 8( -<?6 "@ -!  ) "; "0 -; 1A -!  ) 8( $; -A 15 establishes that, of all the 
possible entities active in the discourse, this it the one about which a 
predication will be made. The initial lexical constituent in the clause, 
the suffixed pronoun in the PP '; "6, presents the Focus: this property 
is ours (not yours or anyone else’s). 

Although structurally similar, RD differs in its pragmatic function 
from LD. In general terms, a right-dislocated constituent either re-
activates a discourse entity that is no longer accessible due to dis-
course distance or makes explicit an entity that was present only 
implicitly in the discourse (see Ziv 1994; Mayol 2007). Either expla-
nation could fit Josh. 24:12, given again in (2e):

(2e)  Right-dislocation: Josh. 24:12

0 1235 ,& "( 0 $@ -6 /5 0 $; -: ) 8@0 $; -Q 15 ) "G*& : 82 "F -. /!
  ‘it [the ‘hornet’] drove themi out from before you, the two 

Amorite kingsi’

In (2e) the right-dislocated 0 1235 ,& "( 0 $@ -6 /5 0 $; -: either refers to ‘the Amor-
ites’ who ‘fought with you’ four verses back in v. 8 or explicitly intro-
duces the Amorite kings, who had only been implied in the previous 
context. No Focus is associated with right-dislocation in BH.

In summary, while many tripartite verbless clauses in the Hebrew 
Bible are of the dislocation type we have just described, with PRON 
‘resuming’ a preceding or following dislocated constituent, there are 
a number of examples for which the pragmatics of the dislocation 
structures are contextually infelicitous.14 We thus turn to the copular 
analysis.

3. PRON as a Pronominal Copula

According to Regina Pustet (2003) a copula is ‘a linguistic element 
which co-occurs with certain lexemes in certain languages when they 
function as a predicate nucleus’ (2003: 5). Critically, a copular ele-
ment does not have any lexical-semantic content, although it may 
contain tense-aspect-mood features and even, by its presence, signal 

14 Khan makes the point that the dislocation analysis and accompanying Focus 
interpretation of PRON in, e.g., Isa. 52:6 (2 $< /+ -5 /( &'(?0 1; >&?0 1R) and Ps. 44:5 (&'(?( ". /& 
)0 1(= ,&  0 1R -6 /5) is ‘rather forced’ (2006: 171). The reason for this is that the context 
provides no viable membership set against which to contrast the supposedly focused 
constituent; thus, the PRON in such examples is more economically analysed as 
copular. 
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certain semantic nuances, such as an identificational (or equative) 
versus predicational interpretation (Doron 1986; Rothstein 1995). 

The use of a pronoun as a copular element has been noted for a 
wide range of languages; as Stassen notes in the The World Atlas of 
Language Structures:

We find [the pronominal copula] especially in northern and central 
Asia, in North Africa and the Middle East, and in eastern Indonesia 
and Melanesia. Hebrew, Motu (Oceanic; Papua New Guinea), Turkish, 
and Beja (Cushitic; Sudan) are examples of languages with the pro-
copula strategy; in Turkish and Beja, the pro-copula takes the form of 
a suffix. (2005: 487)

For BH we will start with the one type of construction involving 
PRON that strongly points towards a copular analysis: the type in 
which the initial constituent and PRON do not share a full set of 
agreement features, as in (3).

(3)  Ps. 44:5

)0 1(= ,& 0 1R -6 /5 &'(?( ". /&
  ‘you PRON/are my king, O God’ (vs. RD: ‘you are hei, my 

kingi’)

The lack of person agreement between ( ". /& and &'( in (3) is striking 
and it eliminates a LD analysis, since the resumptive constituent and 
the dislocated constituent must agree fully. As the alternative transla-
tion indicates, it is possible to analyse this as a case of RD,15 that is, 
‘you are hei, my kingi’, where ‘he’ and ‘my king’ are coreferential. The 
problem with this is that 0 1R -6 /5 follows the PRON &'(, which would 
be anaphoric in a RD analysis. Thus, in normal terms 0 1R -6 /5 cannot be 
the antecedent of &'( and the PRON must have an antecedent in the 
discourse preceding this verse. And yet there is no explicit or implicit 
third-person antecedent in the context of the preceding verses in 
Psalm 44. Thus, the infelicity of a dislocation analysis for some tri-
partite verbless clauses, like the one in (3), forces us to consider other 
analyses, foremost of which is the copular nature of PRON.

The distributional symmetries and structural parallels between the 
use of PRON as a copular pronoun and the verbal copula 16(0( are 
also suggestive. First, the copula (0( and PRON &!( may appear with 

15 It is also possible that this particular example is a case of ‘afterthought’, which 
is distinguished prosodically and syntactically from right-dislocation (Ziv 1994). 

16 The comparison excludes, of course, cases in which (0( is not copular but the 
existential verb, as in Gen. 1:3 2*&?0 1( -0 /! 2*& 0 1( -0 ‘“Let light exist!” And light existed’. 
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a noun phrase (NP) (4), a propositional phrase (PP) (5), and an 
adjectival phrase (AP) (6) predicates.17

(4) NP Predicate
a)  2 Kgs 5:1

!"# $% &' () * $' $* ) "2 >&?S 86 85 & "D -K?2 /# C "5 >% /;
  ‘Na‘aman, commander of the army of the king of Aram was a 

great man’

b)  Ezek. 14:6
* $+ $+ ,& * -' ,* (. 7 82 "& "(

  ‘the land will be a desolation’

c)  Lev. 3:20
0 1! $9 /( /01 ,2 ,& (+ 3 4* ( 89 $&

  ‘these PRON/are the families of the Levites’

(5) PP Predicate
a)  Num. 32:1

C $D'& -2 0 $; -D (! * $' $* D /2 ( 8; -A 15
  ‘many cattle belonged to the sons of Reuben’

b)  Gen. 44:17
+ 8D "% ' (56* -' ,* (' &'( *+ "0 -< /T0 1D "U /( & "K -5 1; 2 8: >& :0 1& "(

  ‘the man in whose hand the cup is found — he will belong to 
me as a servant’

c)  Lev. 14:13
C $(3R 7! )8* ) ": "& "(

  ‘the guilt offering here belongs to the priest’

(6) AP Predicate
a) Gen. 3:1

389 $: * $' $* : "H "V /(
  ‘the serpent was wise’

b) Lev. 11:36

9"* $; * -' ,* (' ) 10 /5?( $! -A 15 2*D' C "0 -% /5 S /&
  ‘but a spring and a cistern (a reservoir of water) will be clean’

17 The use of the pronominal copula with PP (possessive) and AP (property) 
predicates is rare. The vast majority of pronominal copulas are used with NP 
predicates. 
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c) Lam. 1:18
( "!( -0 )8* <' (= 7> 

  ‘Yhwh is righteous’

While the verbal copula appears to make the past and non-past 
semantics of the situation explicit, the copular pronoun is used to 
establish the present tense. Thus, like the use of the verbal copula, 
the copular pronoun represents a case of privative opposition, an 
asymmetrical markedness relationship between two members such 
that one is marked for a feature that the other lacks. In this case, 
the presence of the copular items sets tense, but their absence pro-
duces ambiguity, forcing an appeal to the context for the temporal 
frame.

Second, the pattern of verbal negation matches expectations, since 
in contrast to &3 6 used for the perfect (7a) and imperfect (7b), the 
copular pronoun is associated with C0 $&, as in (7c), just like participial 
clauses (7d).

(7) Negation
a)  Gen. 38:21

( ": $+ -A ( 8B "D * $/ ,' $*6)0 !
  ‘a prostitute has not been in this place’

b)  Exod. 20:3
/0 "; "Q?6 /% )0 12 $H >& )0 1(= ,& W -6?* -' ,* (' )0 !

  ‘other gods will not belong to you before me’

c)  Gen. 44:26
'; ". 1& 8? -@' 4) C34 "X /( ';0 1H "&

  ‘our youngest brother NEG= PRON/is not with us’

d)  Exod. 5:16
W0 8+ "D >% /6 A $. (@ A' 4) C 8D 8.

  ‘straw is not being given to your servants’

Note that in (7c), the negative C0 $& selects the bound form of the copu-
lar pronoun, which is attached as an enclitic.18 The clitic nature of 

18 For examples of copular clitic pronouns (attached to :0, C0&, or +!J), see Gen. 
44:14, 26, 30, 34; Exod. 3:2; Lev. 13:34; Num. 11:33; 1 Kgs 12:2; 20:40; Jer. 
33:1; 38:4; Job 8:22; Qoh. 9:16; Esth. 3:8; 5:13; Neh. 2:2; 2 Chr. 14:6; 34:3. 
For examples of the clitic pronoun that are better analysed as resumptive pronouns 
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the copular pronoun, whether as the bound affixal form in (7c) or as 
the morphologically full but prosodically dependent form in (3), 
which was attached by a maqqef, is further support that in these con-
structions PRON is not the subject pronoun, since when PRON is 
the subject pronoun it is accentually independent (see Zwicky 1985 
on identifying a clitic).

A third parallel with (0( is the ability to occur with participial 
clauses, illustrated in (8a–c):

(8) 
a)  Exod. 3:119

*2 -G 10 C&3 K?G 8& * -:09 * $' $* ( 8:35
  ‘Moses was herding the sheep of Jethro’

b)  1 Sam. 1:1320

O "< 16?6 /% / -9 -B 7# ,+ )' (* ( "V /H
  ‘Hannah PRON/is speaking to herself’

c)  Jer. 38:421

( 8Y /( ) "% "6 )*6 ": -6 & 490# 8? -@' 4) ( 8Y /( :0 1& "( 0 1R
  ‘because this man NEG=PRON/is not seeking the welfare of this 

people’

The fourth and final parallel with the verbal copula is triggered 
V(erb)-raising. Verbal copula clauses, like finite verbal clauses in gen-
eral, exhibit ‘triggered inversion’. That is, V-raising is motivated by 
the presence of certain clause-initial constituents, resulting in the 
‘inversion’ of basic Subject-Verb (SV) order to Verb-Subject (VS) (see 

of a dislocated constituent, see Gen. 18:22; 1 Sam. 13:7; 2 Sam. 3:22; Qoh. 1:7; 
5:11; 9:5; Lam. 4:17. For a remaining six examples, the discourse context does not 
strongly suggest one reading, the copular or the resumptive, over the other: Gen. 
42:13, 32, 36 (2x); Zech. 8:10; Ps. 104:35. 

19 See also Gen. 37:2; Exod. 3:1; Lev. 15:2, 19; Num. 14:33; Deut. 28:29, 34; 
30:4; Judg. 1:7; 1 Sam. 2:11; 2 Sam. 3:6, 17; 7:6; 1 Kgs 5:1; 12:6; 22:35; 2 Kgs 
6:8; 9:14; 17:25, 28–9, 32–3, 41; 21:15. 

20 See also Deut. 31:3 (2x); Isa. 43:25; 51:12; 2 Chr. 28:23. 
21 For other examples with a negative, see also Qoh. 9:16 and Esth. 5:13. There 

also appears to be one example with a finite verb, Exod. 3:2, although that verb is 
often analysed as a rare Qal passive participle or emended to a Pual participle (by 
adding a prefix 5). For the single possible example without a negative, see Deut. 
31:3. If Deut. 31:3 is better interpreted as a case of LD, then there appears to be a 
restriction on the use of the copular pronoun with participles such that the combi-
nation is restricted to negative clauses. 
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Holmstedt 2009a, 2011). This triggered VS inversion occurs with 
subordinators like 0@ (in 9a) and CJ56 (in 9b).

(9) Verbal Copula: SV > C-VS (C = subordinator)
a)  Gen. 13:6: C-V-S22

D "2 ) ":'@ -2 * $' $*6' (C
  ‘because their property was great’

b)  Exod. 13:9: C-V-S23

W0 1E -< ( "!( -0 G /2*. * -' ,* (. A 7: 7+ ,!
  ‘in order that the instruction of Yhwh will be in your mouth’

V-raising is also triggered by modality, which includes negative opera-
tors (10a–b).

(10) Verbal Copula: SV > M-VS (M = modal operator)
a)  Gen. 42:11: NEG-V-S24

)0 16 -U /2 -5 W0 8+ "D >% 8' $*6)0 !
  ‘your servants have not been spies’

b)  Deut. 28:65: NEG-V-S25

W 86 -F /2?L /@ -6 /Z*; "5 * -' ,* ('6)0 !
  ‘a resting place will not be for the sole of your foot’

Finally, V-raising is triggered by the presence of a Focus constituent 
in the left-periphery of the clause, such as the Focus-fronted predicate 
complements in (11a–b).

(11) Focus-Fronted Predicate Complements
a)  Gen. 46:34: PC-V-S26

';0 $2'J -V 15 W0 8+ "D >% 8' $* ( 8; -A 15 0 $: -; /&
  ‘your servants have been cattle-men from our youth’

22 See also Gen. 13:3; 27:23; 30:29; 36:7; 42:5; Exod. 8:11; 9:11; Num. 
14:24; Josh. 14:4; 19:9; 1 Sam. 4:13; 5:11; 14:18; 21:9; 2 Sam. 2:11; 10:5. 

23 See also Exod. 23:29; Num. 9:20–1; 12:6; 36:4; Deut. 15:9; 19:11; 25:1; 
Josh. 4:6; 1 Sam. 23:22; 2 Sam. 15:21; Isa. 1:18; 10:22; 39:8; Jer. 22:24; 44:26; 
Ezek. 1:16; 10:10; Amos 3:6. 

24 See also Gen. 42:11; Exod. 9:26; 10:14; Num. 26:64; Deut. 2:36; 3:4; Josh. 
11:19; 1 Sam. 21:7; 2 Sam. 14:25; 19:29, 44; 1 Kgs 3:21; 10:3; 11:4; 15:3; 17:7; 
2 Kgs 4:41; 20:13, 15; 25:3, 16; Is 39:2, 4; Jer. 14:4–5; 52:6, 20; Ezek. 16:56; 
Ps. 53:6; Dan. 8:7; Neh. 13:26. 

25 See also Gen. 9:11; Exod. 21:22; Lev. 20:14; Num. 1:53; 18:5; 27:17; 
Deut. 11:17; 18:22; 22:5; 25:5; Judg. 4:9; 1 Kgs 8:35; Isa. 35:9; Jer. 44:14; 
49:36; Ezek. 12:24; Obad. 1:18; Zech. 14:6, 21; Prov. 24:20; 2 Chr. 6:26; 7:13. 

26 See also Gen. 47:9; Exod. 10:23; 16:13; 37:9, 14, 25; 38:2; Num. 26:64; 
Josh. 17:8; 21:10; 22:20; Judg. 3:31; 6:40; 8:30. 
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b) Gen. 15:13: (C)-PC-V-S27

) 8( "6 &3 6 7 82 8& -< W >% -2 /B * -' ,* (' 2 $F?0 1R
  ‘that your seed will be a stranger in a land not theirs’

The suppletive copular pronoun participates only in one type of trig-
gered inversion: V-raising when the predicate complement is Focus-
fronted, as in (12).

(12)  Isa. 9:14: PC-PRON-S28

:&3 2 "( )8* )0 1; "E?&'# -;' C $A "B
  ‘the elder and statesman PRON/is the head’

In (12) the context clearly establishes that the NP :&3 2 "( is the syn-
tactic subject: it is a known entity in the discourse and the centre of 
the metaphor begun in the preceding verse. The agreement features 
of PRON also suggest that :&3 2 "( is the syntactic subject, since it car-
ries MS agreement features, matching PRON, whereas the features of 
the conjoined NPs )0 1; "E?&'# -;' C $A "B would be resolved as MP. The lack 
of agreement between the first constituent, the conjoined NPs, and 
PRON argues against a LD analysis like ‘as for the elder and states-
man — he is the head’. But the desired pragmatics are still achieved 
within the copular structure: the Focus-fronting of the predicate 
complement provides the contextually felicitous pragmatic nuance.

In contrast to the V-raising when the predicate complement has 
been Focus-fronted, V-raising is not triggered for the copular pro-
noun when the potential triggers are syntactic, i.e., subordinators, or 
semantic, i.e., modality. Thus, the presence of the negative C0 $& in (13) 
does nothing to the word order.

(13)  Gen. 44:30: S-NEG=PRON29

'; ". 1& 8? -@' 4) 2 /% /V /(
  ‘the lad NEG= PRON/is not with us’

27 See also Gen. 27:39; 28:22; 31:8; 35:10; 37:20; 38:9; Exod. 8:19; 20:20; 
25:15, 20, 27; 27:1–2; 28:8; Lev. 2:1; 7:33; 19:24; 25:7, 29; 27:21, 25; Judg. 
6:39; 1 Kgs 18:31; Isa. 7:24; Jer. 4:27; Hos. 8:6; Obad. 1:17; Ps. 112:2; Eccl. 
9:8; 1 Chr. 22:9; 2 Chr. 33:4. 

28 See also Lev. 25:33. In light of Lev. 14:13, in which a fronted PP (Focus) 
does not trigger V-raising of the copular pronoun, it may be that V-raising in such 
constructions is triggered only by a fronted predicate. Such complexities require 
further investigation. See Kummerow 2011, 2013 for tentative arguments against 
taking Lev. 14:13 and 25:33 as copular. 

29 See note 18. 
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The lack of modality-triggered V-raising reflects the fact that the 
copular pronoun is used only in indicative clauses. Thus we see that 
there are some constraints on the use of the copular pronoun
that distinguish it from the verbal copula. And while PRON does 
serve as a suppletive copula for indicative present tense clauses, there 
are a few more constraints on its usage. First, it does not allow pro-
drop, that is, it does not allow the syntactic subject to be null (see 
Naudé 1991, 1999; Holmstedt 2009b), as in (14).

(14) Pro-Drop (Null Subject)
a)  Verbal Copula: Gen. 1:14

)0 1; ": -! )0 15 "0 -6' )0 1+ >%*5 -6' G3G3& -6 '0 "( -!
  ‘and pro [they = the lights] shall be for signs and for seasons 

and for days and years’

b)  Copular Pronoun: Lev. 14:13 (modified)

C $(3R /6 &'(* (vs. C $(3R /6 &'( ) ": "& "()

  *‘pro PRON/belongs to the priest’

This asymmetry follows from the fact that the copular pronoun, 
unlike the verbal copula, does not carry a full set of agreement fea-
tures matching the syntactic subject. Thus, in Hebrew, a null subject 
is not licensed for clauses with the copular pronoun. In a case like 
(14b), the lack of the NP subject ) ": "& "( would force the anaphoric 
interpretation of the PRON &'(. 

Second, unlike the copular verb (15a–b), the copular pronoun 
 cannot be used with a third-person pronominal subject,30 illustrated 
in (16).

(15) Copular Verb with 3rd-Person Pronominal Subject
a)  Gen. 3:20

0 "H?6 "R ) $& * $/ ,' $* &! 1(
  ‘she was the mother of every living person’

b)  Gen. 16:12
) "+ "& & 82 8Q * -' ,* (' &'(

  ‘he will be a wild ass of a man’

(16)  Gen. 16:12, modified
*) "+ "& & 82 8Q )8* &'(

  ‘he PRON/is a wild ass of a man’

30 Demonstratives are an exception; see example (4c). 
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However, the copular pronoun may be used with pronominal sub-
jects when its bound form is an enclitic attached to the negative C0 $&, 
as in (17).

(17)  1 Kgs 20:4031

8? -@' 4) &'(
  ‘he PRON/is not (here)’

Excursus: PRON in Qumran Hebrew

Tripartite verbless clauses are common in Qumran Hebrew (QH)32 
just as in BH, but due to the smaller size of the corpus the analysis 
of PRON is more difficult. In BH, clauses such as (3) show person 
disagreement, which strongly suggests a copular interpretation for 
PRON. On the other hand, QH offers no such clauses that provide 
a self-supporting justification to posit a copular PRON.33 

Of course, we may not assume that the copular PRON falls out of 
use in QH simply because there are no QH clauses where PRON 
demonstrates disagreement in person. Indeed, evidence from the 
Mishnah suggests that a copular use of PRON continues into
the rabbinic period (see (19) below). The most likely explanation
for the absence of copular PRON clauses like (3) in QH is the small 
sample size. PRON clauses with person disagreement are rare even in 
the larger corpus of BH, so it is not unexpected for such clauses to 
be absent in a smaller corpus such as the DSS. Nevertheless, since 
there is nothing unambiguous in QH, the analysis begins from a 
position of uncertainty. All QH uses of PRON must be studied as
a whole to determine the likelihood that PRON functions as a copula 
within the QH corpus.

31 The only other example of this phenomenon is with the second-person pro-
noun: Neh. 2:2 ( 86*H W -;0 $& ( ". /& ‘you are not sick’. 

32 We use the term ‘Qumran Hebrew’ to refer to the Hebrew of the non-biblical 
Dead Sea Scrolls (DSS). It is a chronological rather than geographical distinction 
and should not be taken to imply the existence of a specific dialect of Hebrew local 
to Qumran. 

33 There is in fact exactly one clause in the DSS where PRON demonstrates 
person disagreement:)+A56 !;0G!D&D (G2HD (!(0 )D* (G&, ‘you PRON/are Yhwh; 
you chose our fathers from old’ (4Q393 f3.6). However, the form and contextual 
function of this clause is shared in common with Neh. 9:6–7. The possibility of 
archaizing in 4Q393 precludes analysing this PRON as a post-biblical copula. 
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To date only one study, Naudé 2002, has been devoted to PRON 
in QH. Naudé argues that PRON cannot be a copula in QH due to 
the distribution of the copular verb (0(, which is distinct from that 
of PRON (2002: 167–8).34 He proposes that PRON is a subject 
enclitic that permits a referential NP to appear in place of a predicate 
in a verbless clause.35 This proposal fits the majority of the QH data 
because nearly all tripartite verbless clauses in QH take the form 
[referential NP] [third person pronoun] [referential NP] as in (18a). 

(18a)  CD 8:10 (= CD 19:23)36

)(0@2+ &!( );00!
  ‘And their wine-PRON is their customs’

Similarly, verbless clauses with alternative forms (that is, those with 
a PP, AP, or non-referential NP in clause-final position) do not often 
use the third person pronoun as a third element (2002: 162). When 
they do, the pronoun is normally found in the third position, and the 
clause is best understood as a case of left-dislocation of the subject 
with resumption by the pronoun. Nevertheless, there are exceptions 
to these tendencies that Naudé does not mention, such as (18b–c).

(18b)  4Q200 6:5 (4QTobite)

 !G!@65 *)'* )056!J( 6!@6 2[&
  ‘…whose kingdom PRON/is everlasting’

In (18b), where the tripartite verbless clause is a subordinate clause, 
the pronoun follows the predicate PP )056!J( 6!@6 and precedes the 
subject NP !G!@65. In this clause, the pronoun cannot be a subject 
clitic because it precedes the subject. Neither can this pronoun license 
a referential NP in place of a predicate because the only referential 
NP in the clause is the subject.37 The best interpretation of this 

34 The issue of the comparative distribution of PRON and the verbal copula (0( 
has been discussed at length in §3 above. Lacunae in the distribution of PRON in 
QH relative to BH are likely due to sample size. 

35 Naudé’s theory is based on a distinction between predication and specifica-
tion, where a clause that juxtaposes two referential NPs with no verb is considered 
a specificational clause.  

36 As is the case with the most QH clauses of this type, this clause interprets a 
preceding biblical quotation by citing a lemma ();00) and then providing its 
interpretation. 

37 Note that (18b) is the only clause listed in Baasten 2006 wherein a tripartite 
verbless clause with PRON in second position includes a prepositional phrase 
(2006: 206).  
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PRON is as a copula that agrees with the feminine singular subject 
!G!@65. The only other option is to see it as a cataphoric pronoun in 
a right-dislocation structure, but the context is not well-suited for 
right-dislocation. Pragmatic studies of right-dislocation have identi-
fied a variety of functions, such as marking a topic continuation or 
marking a clarifying afterthought (Lambrecht 2001: 1072-6). Cogni-
tive interpretations of right-dislocation understand it as movement of 
a thematic (discourse-old), ‘heavy’ (lengthy or complex) constituent 
(Erteschik-Shir 2007: 123). None of these possibilities fits the con-
text of (18b), where the dislocated constituent is discourse-new and 
not particularly ‘heavy’. Lambrecht writes specifically that the use of 
right-dislocation to mark a ‘new topic’ that is ‘not yet established in 
the discourse’ is ‘highly inappropriate’ (2001: 1074). Thus, the cop-
ula reading is the best choice for (18b).

The next place to look for evidence of a copula in Qumran Hebrew 
is in clauses where PRON shows disagreement in gender or number 
with the two NP constituents. Unfortunately, evidence of disagree-
ment with even one of the two NPs is rarely available, for three rea-
sons. First, the similarity between waw and yod in the script of the 
DSS frequently results in an inability to distinguish between the 3ms 
and 3fs personal pronouns &!( and &0(. These particles are crucial to 
the analysis, so this problem turns out to be quite a significant obsta-
cle. Second, it is difficult to make use of number agreement in many 
cases due to the possibility that a singular form is being used as a 
collective. Third, the third person feminine plural pronoun (;(/C( 
does not occur as PRON in the DSS, and therefore it cannot be 
known that (5(/)( was not used in place of (;(/C(.

In spite of these problems, a few clauses remain — five, to be 
exact — where agreement features indicate whether PRON agrees 
with the first or second NP against the other NP. 

One of these clauses (in CD 8.10 = CD 19.23, shown in (18a)) 
has a straightforward structure and can easily be explained as the left-
dislocation of the subject to mark it as the topic. Typically a topic 
would be marked by simple preposing, but in order to mark a subject 
as a topic in an ancient Hebrew verbless clause, left-dislocation is 
necessary when the default position of the subject is already at the 
front of the clause.38 The use of the resumptive pronoun provides a 

38 On word order variation and the resulting pragmatic nuances in Hebrew 
verbless clauses, see Buth 1999. 
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distinct structure to mark the subject as a topic, indicating which of 
the available lemmas has been selected from the quoted biblical text.39

Two of these clauses have no lemmas (found in CD 7.15 and 
1QpHab 6.4), and for that reason it is difficult to be certain which 
NP is the subject and which is the predicate. Assuming that the first 
NP is the subject in each case, these clauses have the same structure 
as (18a). However, these subjects are not lemmas and in fact are not 
present in the preceding discourse at all; they are rhematic. A differ-
ent type of left-dislocation can be posited for these clauses. Instead of 
marking a topic, the intention of this type of left-dislocation is to 
avoid the use of a discourse-new, rhematic constituent in subject 
position where a discourse-old, thematic constituent is highly pre-
ferred.40 It permits a constituent that is brand-new to the discourse 
to serve as the subject of a main clause without surprising or confus-
ing the audience/reader.

The final two clauses (found in 1QpHab 12.9 and 4Q252 5.2) use 
subject lemmas with the same Subject–PRON–Predicate order found 
in CD 8.10 = CD 19.23. However, in 1QpHab 12.9 and 4Q252 5.2 
the PRON agrees with the predicate and disagrees with the subject. 
This fact led Jones to suggest in an earlier paper (Jones 2009) that 
perhaps a pronominal copula exists in QH that agrees with the predi-
cate of its clause.41 In 2009 he argued that the agreement of a pro-
nominal copula as a predicate could be used in QH to mark an 
identificational clause, given that the pronoun functions similarly in 
Modern Hebrew according to Doron (1995: 325). This interpreta-
tion is possible, but it creates the additional problem that the example 
in (18b) would need to be ignored because it is not an identificational 
clause. All things considered, it is simpler to explain these clauses as 
left-dislocations.

39 Prince (1998) refers to this type of left-dislocation as ‘resumptive pronoun 
topicalization’, because the out-of-the-ordinary use of a resumptive pronoun is nec-
essary to create the topicalization effect.  

40 Prince (1998) refers to this type of left-dislocation as ‘simplifying left- 
dislocation’ because it simplifies the complex discourse processing that would have 
resulted if a discourse-new constituent were to unexpectedly occur in the subject 
position. We do not apply the models of simplifying left-dislocation and resumptive 
pronoun topicalization to BH, but in our analysis of QH we leave open the possibil-
ity of their relevance. 

41 This proposal was based on (i) reading the two clauses without lemmas (in 
CD 7.15 and 1QpHab 6.4) as Predicate–PRON–Subject clauses where PRON 
agrees with the predicate and (ii) reading CD 8.10 = CD 19.23 as a ‘lemma: inter-
pretation’ clause that uses the agreement of PRON with the lemma to mark the 
lemma as predicate, giving the clause a double meaning. 
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Other than the postulation of a pronominal copula with predicate 
agreement, the disagreement of PRON with the subject in 1QpHab 
12.9 and 4Q252 5.2 can be explained in one of two ways. First, these 
may be cases of ‘attraction’, a phenomenon where the predicate NP 
that follows PRON has influenced PRON to agree with it rather than 
its antecedent (Baasten 2006: 210–11). Second, it may be that the 
author intended for PRON to agree with the subject. In 4Q252 5.2, 
it may be that the yod in the pronoun &0( was intended as a waw, 
even though it looks much more like a yod. In 1QpHab 12.9, the 
author may be using I5H as a collective. Although the pronouns in 
these two clauses raise questions, they are not enough data for build-
ing a case for predicate agreement of a pronominal copula. 

The remaining tripartite verbless clauses in QH do not provide any 
data that can help determine the direction of agreement of PRON. 
However, there is one more data point that may point toward the 
presence of a pronominal copula: the use of continued topics. A con-
tinued topic was also the topic of the preceding main clause, while a 
shift topic was not the topic of the preceding main clause.42 It is not 
clear at this stage whether QH uses fronting and left-dislocation to 
mark all topics or only shift topics to the exclusion of continued top-
ics. If QH only marks shift topics, then the presence of a continued 
topic in a tripartite verbless clause would suggest that left-dislocation 
is not operative in that clause. An example of a continued topic in a 
tripartite verbless clause occurs in 4Q394 8 iv 11–12 and 4Q396 iii 
1–2: 

(18c) 4Q394 8 iv 11–12
6[6&2[0 0;H]5 [&2 )'* )06[!20 [0@]

  ‘[For] Jerusalem PRON/is the head of the c[amps of Israel].’

(18d) 4Q396 iii 1–2
6&2[0 0;[H5] [&2 )'* )06[![20 0@]

  ‘[For Jer]usalem PRON/is the head of the [cam]ps of Israel.’

Because )06[!20 is the subject of the main clause which is modified 
by this subordinate clause, it is a continued topic. If left-dislocation 
of continued topics is acceptable in QH, then there is no problem. 

42 For more on shift topics and continued topics, especially with respect to 
Germanic languages, see Erteschik-Shir 2007:103, 105. 
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If it is not, this clause and others like it, if they are present in QH, 
suggest that PRON is being used as a copula.43

In sum, several factors complicate the study of PRON in QH. 
There is no reason to doubt that PRON was available to be used as 
a copula, but neither has clear and simple evidence of the construc-
tion been preserved. The particularities of the pesher style and the 
confusion between waw and yod provide a context where confidence 
about particular interpretations is elusive. The simplest explanation 
is to take the feminine singular pronoun in 4Q200 6:5 (4QTobite) 
as a copula that may have been copied from an Aramaic original, 
while interpreting most of the other pronouns in tripartite verbless 
clauses as resumptive pronouns in left-dislocation structures. How-
ever, if at some later point it becomes clear that QH does not mark 
continued topics with fronting or left-dislocation, then clauses such 
as (18c) and (18d) are best explained as tripartite clauses with a pro-
nominal copula.

4. The Copular Pronoun
in Historical-Comparative Perspective

Setting the data we have presented in historical Hebrew and com-
parative Semitic perspective further supports the development of a 
copular pronoun in BH. First, a brief historical view: consider exam-
ple (19), which is similar to the biblical data we adduced above.

(19) Rabbinic Hebrew44

a)  & $5 "\ /( )8* 0 1; >& ) 1&
  ‘If I PRON/am the unclean one’ (Naz. 8.1)

b)  ( 8# >% /] /( & "9 8& 2 "X0 1% /( )8* : "2 -+ 1] /( &3 6 -!
  ‘and the central thing PRON/is not the study but the deed’ 

(Avot. 1.17)

43 The parallel text to (18c) and (18d) in 4Q397 6–13 is the most fragmentary 
of the three, but seems to suggest a change in word order where the pronoun &0( 
has been placed as the third element of the tripartite verbless clause. The same 
analysis applies to this clause as well: a left-dislocation reading is appropriate pro-
vided that continued topics can undergo left-dislocation in QH. Otherwise the 
copula reading is the best. 

44 See Kaddari 1991: 248–76; Azar 1995: 79–81, 82–4; Pérez Fernández 1999: 19. 
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In (19a) the subject and PRON do not agree in person features, while 
in (19b) the word order is predicate-PRON-subject, reflecting the 
Focus-fronting of the predicate : "2 -+ 1] /(  &3 6.45 Thus the not-too- 
common copular pronoun construction in BH continues in post-
Biblical Hebrew, although the frequency of occurrence remains 
similar.

The development of a copular pronoun in Hebrew is paralleled by 
a similar trend in many Semitic languages. For some languages for 
which we have adequate data the historical change is observable. For 
example, Old Aramaic shows no copular use of the pronoun, but it 
has developed by the time of Imperial and Middle Aramaic, for which 
the examples from Ahiqar (20a) and Daniel (20b) are illustrative.46

 (20a)  Middle Aramaic: Ahiqar (C1.1.46)
2A0H& D* (;&

  ‘I PRON.3MS/am Ahiqar’ 

(20b) Imperial Aramaic: Dan. 2.38
& "D >( /+ 0 1P ( ":& $2 )8*? -. -; /&

  ‘you PRON.3MS/are the head of gold’

Moreover, the use of the anaphoric pronoun as a copula is nearly 
ubiquitous in Classical Syriac (Nöldeke 1904: §311), as in (21), and 
remains a feature of modern Aramaic dialects (see Khan 2006).

 (21)  Syriac: John 8.39 (Peshitta)

 !" #$  "%  &%  '()  * +) ,-  * ! '$ ()
  ‘our father PRON.3MS/is Abraham’

Similarly, Akkadian does not use the pronoun as a copula in any of 
the third or second-millennium languages as they exist in 
Mesopotamia,47 but this form of copula did develop in Western 

45 Note that we include the negative &3 6 with the NP : "2 -+ 1] /( as a single constitu-
ent, since the &3 6 here is an item adverb and does not negate the clause. 

46 A number of the tripartite verbless clause examples in Muroaka and Porten 
2003 should be analysed as copular constructions as well. 

47 Huehnergard (1986) argues that the copular use of the pronoun not only 
existed in the oldest layers of Akkadian, it was likely Proto-Semitic. Huehnergard 
references Li and Thompson’s 1977 study (p. 240, n. 79), but does not seem to 
have appreciated the developmental and thus chronological implications. If the use 
of the pronominal copula is typically a feature that develops out of another con-
struction and in fact represents the grammaticalization of the independent pronoun, 
it is unlikely that it developed in Proto-Semitic, was used sparingly in Old 
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Peripheral Akkadian of the second half of the second millennium 
(22a) and is also used in Neo-Assyrian (22b) and Late Babylonian 
(22c).

(22) Akkadian
a)  Western Peripheral Akkadian (Huehnergard 1986: 244–6)
  sar(LUGAL) mat(KUR) u-ga-ri-it be-li su-ut
  ‘the king of Ugarit PRON.3MS/is my lord’ (RS 20.16:10-11 / 

Ugaritica 5 118, no. 38)
b)  Neo-Assyrian (von Soden 1969:§126f, modified)
  ayyaru urÌu †abu su 
  ‘Ayyar PRON.3MS/is a good month’ (ABL 652, 13)
c)  Late Babylonian (von Soden 1969:§126f, modified)
   N. aÌu’a su
  ‘N. PRON.3MS/is my brother’ (BIN I 9, 14)

And to round out the comparative Semitic picture by moving into 
the first millennium CE, both Classical Ethiopic (Ge‘ez) (23) and 
Classical Arabic (24) use the 3MS pronoun as a non-verbal copula.

(23)  Classical Ethiopic (Dillmann 1904:439–40, §194; also Lamb-
din 1978:29–30)

  zati y¢?¢ti ¢r!at¢ya 
  ‘this PRON.3MS/is my pact’ (Gen. 17:10)
(24)  Classical Arabic (Fischer 2003:192)
  ’ula’ika humu ’ul-ka’firuna
  ‘those PRON.3MP/are the unbelievers’

5. The Development of the Copular Pronoun

How and why did Hebrew develop the third-person pronoun as a 
present tense copular item? To be brief, the presence of a ‘verbless’ 

Babylonian — to the point of being an extreme rarity, but then developed freely in 
West Semitic (including Western Peripheral Akkadian) as well as in Neo-Assyrian 
and Late Babylonian. Moreover, none of the examples adduced by Huehnergard are 
unambiguously the copular use of the pronoun. The pronouns in each of the exam-
ples agree fully with the nominal subject and Huehnergard does not provide the 
context (or make any reference to the context), so it is impossible to tell from his 
examples whether a Dislocation analysis might make equal (or more) discourse 
sense. The only type of data needed for a clear case is precisely what we see in later 
Semitic examples — cases in which the pronoun (typically 3MS) does not fully agree 
with the subject NP. Grammaticalization typically proceeds in only one direction; 
it does not often reverse itself. Thus, it is highly questionable that the pronominal 
use of the copula was a Proto-Semitic feature, regardless of the development of the 
predicative state in Akkadian. 
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clause in ancient Hebrew — that is, a clause in which two noun 
phrases are equated without an overt verbal copula, as in (29), where 
we have marked the null copula with Ø — is precisely the environ-
ment in which non-verbal copulas have developed in many languages 
of the world.48

 (29)  Josh. 22:34
)0 1(= ,& "( ( "!( -0

  ‘Yhwh Ø/is God’

Dozens of languages with verbal and non-verbal copulas have been 
studied in the last thirty years of typological linguistics and a small 
set of paths of grammaticalization has emerged. For instance, accord-
ing to Li and Thompson in their seminal 1977 article (and confirmed 
many times since), the copular use of the anaphoric pronoun often 
develops out of what they call a ‘Topic-Comment’ construction, 
which includes LD. Specifically, the anaphoric pronoun that resumes 
the dislocated constituent ceases to have any anaphoric function; it 
grammaticalizes, moving from anaphoric device to copular marker. 
In (30) we provide Li and Thompson’s schema for the pronoun-to-
copula path of grammaticalization (with slight modification).

(30)  Anaphor  Copula (Li and Thompson 1977: 420)
  [NP NP] /[NPi [PRONi NP]]  [NPi COPi NP]
  SUBJ PRED TOP SUBJ PRED  SUBJ PRED

  Verbless Clause Left-Dislocation  Copular Clause

While in some languages the grammaticalization process appears to 
be complete, that is, the pronoun no longer functions as an anaphor 
in any environment, such as with shì in Mandarin Chinese, in other 
languages the pronoun has retained an anaphoric function in addition 
to the added copular function (see Pustet 2003: 56). Modern Israeli 
Hebrew and all varieties of Arabic that use the pronominal copula 
(Classical Arabic, Palestinian Arabic, Lebanese Arabic, etc.) belong to 
this latter group. So, too, does Biblical Hebrew. 

Interestingly, there are two paths of grammaticalization. The first 
is the type we have been discussing, with the third-person pronoun, 
as in (31) and the examples we have already presented.

48 For typological studies of the use of the pronoun as a copula, see Eid 1983, 
Devitt 1994, Stassen 1997, Diessel 1999, Curnow 2001, Abdel-Ghafer 2003 and 
Pustet 2003. 
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(31) Anaphoric Pronoun  Copula
  2 Kgs 19:15

63@ -6  W -P /D -6  )0 1(= ,& "(  )8*?( ". /&  )0 1D2̂ -R /(  D $:30  6 $& "2 -# 10  0 $(= ,&  ( "!( -0 
7 82 "& "( G*@ -6 -5 /5

  ‘O Yhwh, God of Israel, sitting (between) the Cherubim — 
You(2MS) PRON.3MS/are the God(MS), you alone, for all the 
kingdoms of the earth’.

As with the Rabbinic Hebrew example in (19a), the 3MS pronoun 
&'( in (31) does not agree with the 2MS subject pronoun ( ". /&.49 

The second path of development for the copular pronoun is 
through the demonstrative pronouns. As (32) illustrates, the mecha-
nism of the second path is the same as the first path — a LD con-
struction in which the demonstrative pronoun is resumptive.

(32)  Demonstrative  Copula (Diessel 1999: 147, modified)
 [NP NP] /[NP [DEMi NPi]]  [NP COPi NPi]
  SUBJ PRED  TOP SUBJ PRED  SUBJ PRED

  Verbless Clause Casus Pendens   Copula Clause

This type of demonstrative-copula does exist in BH, as in (33), but 
is rare.50

(33) (B Demonstrative  Copula
  Gen. 27.21

&3 6?) 1& ! "# $% 0 1; -< * -E ( ". /& /(
  ‘You DEM.MS/are my son Esau, or not?’ (i.e., ‘Are you my son 

Esau or not?’)

Why has Hebrew, or any other language, developed the copular use 
of the pronoun?51 In such languages, it appears that a ‘gap’ is per-
ceived in present tense equational and predicational clauses and the 
gap is often filled, even if partially. The mechanism by which the gap 
is filled is often through reanalysis and grammatical change, such as 
the path of grammaticalization that Li and Thompson observed (30). 
This explanation fits the Hebrew data well: the dislocated NP in a 
Left-Dislocation construction was reanalysed as the syntactic Subject 

49 Lack of person agreement also occurs in modern Israeli pronominal copula 
clauses, e.g., LI!0  25  &!(  0;& ‘I am Mr. Joseph’, Rothstein 2001: 34–8; cf. Li and 
Thompson 1977: 430; Doron 1986: 326, n. 16.

50 See Muraoka 1999: 209–10 for a short list of examples. 
51 The deeper question is why any language, including Hebrew, allowed ‘copula 

dropping’ in the first place (Pustet 2003: 34; Stassen 2005). 
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and PRON as the copular element.52 And yet, as is often the case in 
grammaticalization, the old and new functions of PRON both 
remained active, producing superficially identical structures that were 
no doubt distinguished only by prosody and discourse context.

6. Conclusion

As we noted at the outset, not all scholars have accepted the copular 
analysis, even for just a few of the examples, and this non- copular 
approach has carried the day for the last decade or two. For example, 
in his 1999 study Muraoka denies the copular use of PRON in any 
stage of Hebrew out of principle:

I doubt that one can prove the existence of the copula in any Semitic 
language. The notion undoubtedly originated with Indo-European lan-
guages in which a nominal clause without a copula in the present tense 
is virtually nonexistent. Classical Syriac … can hardly be said to possess 
such a copula, as Goldenberg and I argued. Even a heavily Europeanized 
language such as Modern Hebrew does not appear to us to use &!( as 
a genuine copula fully comparable to its Indo-European namesake. 
(1999: 199; see also Joüon-Muraoka 1993:§154i–j)

Muraoka appears to be reacting to nineteenth and early twentieth-
century copular analyses that relied too heavily on comparison with 
Indo-European languages. In the context of typological studies of and 
(non-Eurocentric) definitions for non-verbal copular elements, his 
principled objection is not justified. Similarly, Goldenberg’s (2005, 
2006; so also Joosten 1991, 2006) arguments against the existence of 
any copula in Hebrew (or Syriac) reflects a Eurocentric definition
of copular items. At least Goldenberg’s position is supported by his 
specific analysis of a predication syntax and his view that the verbal 
inflectional suffixes function as syntactic subjects — while this is a 
principled and theory-driven analysis, it is not one that we find 
compelling.53

52 It is possible that the reanalysis was actually motivated by the grammar: the 
development of a copular pronoun may reflect a ‘last resort’ process by which the 
tense-semantic interpretation of a certain predication type is ‘saved’ from ambiguity. 
See Naudé 2002 for a last-resort analysis of PRON in Qumran Hebrew tripartite 
verbless clauses. 

53 Taking the inflectional suffixes as syntactic constituents, as Goldenberg does, 
rather than agreement features forces one to propose that the presence of an NP or 
pronoun that appears to be the syntactic subject is actually a sort of syntactic disloca-
tion (without the pragmatic effects). Not only does this lack economy and elegance, 
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Arguing for either a dislocation or a copular analysis of all tripartite 
verbless clauses, to the exclusion of the other analysis, reflects a lack 
of sensitivity to the discourse context of many examples and an 
 ignorance of the cross-linguistic research on copulas and copular 
items. For this issue, the best account is not an ‘either-or’ but a 
‘both-and’.

Addresses for correspondence: robert.holmstedt@utoronto.ca, andrew.jones@utoronto.ca

Appendix A: Dislocation Examples54

For each example listed below, a good discourse-sensitive argument 
can be made that the pronoun in the ‘tripartite’ structure should be 
read as the resumptive pronoun in a dislocation. 

Gen. 2:14; 9:18; 21:29; 24:43–4; 30:33; 31:16, 43; 34:21, 23; 
37:27; 40:12, 40:18; 41:25, 26 (2x), 27; 45:20; 47:6; 48:5; Exod. 
3:5; 16:36; 32:16 (2x); 34:14; 39:5, 14; Lev. 11:10, 12, 20, 23, 27, 
41; 13:15; 15:2; 17:11, 14 (2x); 27:28, 30; Num. 1:4; 11:7; 13:3, 
32; 16:7, 11; 18:9; 19:15; 21:26; 32:4; Deut. 1:17; 4:24; 11:10; 
14:19; Josh. 5:15; 6:19; 11:10; 1 Sam. 17:14; 2 Sam. 21:2; 22:31; 
23:18; 1 Kgs 18:24; 20:3 (2x), 31; 2 Kgs 7:9; Isa. 33:6; 44:11; 
49:21; 57.6; Jer. 10:3, 8; 31:9; Ezek. 3:7; 10:22; 11:7; 18:4; 27:13, 
17, 21, 22; 37:11; 42:13; 48:15; Hos. 11:5; Hag. 2:14; Ps. 38:11; 
39:5, 8; 50:6; 100:3; Job 3:19; 28:28; 41:3; Prov. 10:18; 18:9, 13; 
28:24, 26 (2x); Eccl. 2:23; 3:15, 21 (2x); 4:8; 5:18; 6:2; Dan. 8:26; 
Neh. 8:9, 10; 1 Chr. 29:16.

 2 _ "( "V /( -!  2'à /&  G b /5 -+ 1A  S c $63( d /(  &' _(  6 8A e 8P 1H  f0 1:0 16 -a /(  2 g "( "V /(  ) h$: -!  Gen. 2:14
iG d "2 -E &' _( 0 c 1%0 1D -2 d "(

iC /% d "; -@ 0 _ 1D >& &' c( ) j"H -! G 8È "0 "! ) b "H -! ) c $: ( e"D $. /(?C 15 f)0 1& -K d3k /( /Z l3;?0 $; -D ' b0 -( d 1k /! Gen. 9:18
 2 _ 8: >& ( 89 e$& "( fG3# "D -R J /D g 8: ( "V l$( ( b "5 ) ` "( "2 -D /&?6 8& S 86 c 850 1D >& 2 85& _3 k /! Gen. 21:29

i( "; d "P /D -6 ". -D c /m 1(
 D e3& -: 16  G&b $K3k /(  f( "5 -6 /% d "(  (g "0 "( -!  ) 10 ` "] /(  C0 b $%?6 /%  D c "m 1;  0 _ 1@3; "&  (n $V 1(  Gen. 24:43–4
 ( e$G -:  ( b ". /&?) /U  f0 /6 $&  ( g "2 -5 "& -!  iS d $P /R 15  ) 10 c /5?4 /% -5  &_ ";?0 1;0 d 1Ao -: /(  "(0 e86 $&  0 b 1. -2 /5 "& -!

i0 d 1;3+ >&?C 8D -6 (c "!( -0 /Z0 _ 1@3(?2 8: >& ( e"a 1& d "( &! b 1( D ` "& -: 8& W0 c 89 /5 -F 16 ) _ /F -!

it necessarily leads to highly implausible syntax when a real dislocation is used: there 
would be two dislocated elements (the real dislocation and the syntactic subject) in 
a chain outside of the core clause, in every clause with an overt subject NP. 

54 Here and in Appendix B Qere readings are placed in square brackets.
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 6 b3R  W0̀ 8; "E -6  0 c 12 "@ -#?6 /%  &* _D "G?0 d 1R  2 e"H "5  )* b0 -<  f0 1G "A -+ 1K  0 g 1<?( "G -; d "% -!  Gen. 30:33
i0 d 1. 1& &' c( D' _; "U )0 e1D "# -R /< f)'H -! )0 l1Y 1% d "< &' p6 "4 -! + h3A "; q'V 8;0 $&?2 8: >&

 ( l". /% -! ';0̀ $; "D -6' &' c( '; _ "6 ';0 e1D "& d $5 f)0 1(= ,& 60 g 1m 1( 2 h8: >& 2 8: l3J "(?6 "@ 0 b 1R Gen. 31:16
i( d $# >% W0 c 86 $& )0 n 1(= ,& 2 r /5 "& 2 h8: >& q63R

 0 e1;&3 K  C& b3 m /( -!  f0 /; "<  )0g 1; "< /( -!  0 p/G3; -<  G* h; "< /(  D l3A >% /0?6 d 8&  2 85& b3 k /!  C p"D "6  C /% h/k /!  Gen. 31:43
 C c 8(0 $; -D 16  * _&  )* ek /(  f( 89 f$& "6  ( g 8# ,% d 8&?( d "5  0 s/G3; -D 16 -!  &'(̀?0 16  ( c 8&32  ( _ ". /&?2 8: >&  6 n3@ -!

i'+ d "6 "0 2 _ 8: >&
 O e"G3&  ' b2 >H -I 10 -!  f7 82 f"& "D  ' gD -: $0 -!  '; l". 1&  ) b $(  )0 r 15 $6 d -:  ( 89 p$& "(  )0 h1: "; >& "(  Gen. 34:21
 C _ $. 1; ';0 c $G3; -<?G 8& -! )0 e1: "; -6 '; b "6?H d /X 1; f) "G3; -<?G 8& ) ` 8(0 $; -E 16 ) 10 c /+ "0?G /D >H d /2 (_ $V 1( 7 82 n "& "( -!

i) d 8( "6
 ' cD -: $0 -! ) e8( "6 ( "G* b& $; S t /& ) ` $( '; c "6 &* _6 >( ) e". -5 8( -<?6 "@ -! f) "; "0 -; 1A -! ) g 8( $; -A 15 Gen. 34:23

i'; d ". 1&
 &'(̀ '; c $2 "# -D ';0 _ 1H "&?0 d 1R * eD?0 1( -.?6 /& f'; f $+ "0 -! )0 l16& $% -5 -: 1k /6 'V b 82 -R -5 1; -! ' s@ -6 Gen. 37:27

i!0 d "H 8& ' c% -5 -: 1ku d /!
i) d $( )0 c 15 "0 G 8: _= -: )0 e1F 12 b "v /( fG 8: f= -: *;̀32 -G 1Q (c 8B L e$I*0 f*6 2 85& g3 k /! Gen. 40:12
i) d $( )0 c 15 "0 G 8: _= -: )0 e19 /w /( fG 8: f= -: *;̀32 -G 1Q (c 8B 2 85& e3 k /! fL $I*0 C /%g /k /! Gen. 40:18

 )0 n 1(= ,& "( 2 r 8: >& G b $& &'(̀ + b "H 8& ( c3% -2 /Q )* _6 >H ( e3J -2 /Q?6 8& fL $I*0 2 85& g3 k /! Gen. 41:25
i( d3% -2 /E -6 +0 _ 1U 1( ( c 8#3J

 G e3D3\ /(  f)0 16 x< 1a d /(  J /D g 8: -!  ( "V e$(  f)0 1; ":  J /D g 8:  G l3D3\ /(  G b32 "Q  J /D r 8:  Gen. 41:26
i&' d( + _ "H 8& )* c6 >H ( "V ` $( )0c 1; ": J /D _ 8:

 ( "V e$(  f)0 1; ":  J /D g 8:  C l8(0 $2 >H /&  G b=3J "(  G p3J "2 "( -!  G* hX /2 d "(  G*2 "Q y/(  J /D b 8: -!  Gen. 41:27
iD d "% "2 0_ $; -: J /D c 8: ' j0 -( 10 )0 ` 1+ "X /( G* cE+̂ -: G* eA $2 "( f)0 16 x< 1: d /( J /D g 8: -!

i&' d( ) _ 8@ "6 ) 10 c /2 -K 15 7 82 _ 8&?6 "R D' n4?0 1R )` 8@0 $6 -R?6 /% I c3H ".?6 /& ) e8@ -;0 b $% -! Gen. 45:20
 W0 ` 8H /&?G 8& -! W0 c 1D "&?G 8& D _ $:*( 7 82 e"& "( D b /40 $5 -< &! e1( W0b 8; "E -6 f) 10 f /2 -K 15 7 82 g 8& Gen. 47:6
 (c 8; -A 15  0 _ $2 "#  ) n ". -5 /# -!  6 10 e/H?0 $: -; /&  f) "<?: 80 -!  ". -% l /+ "0?) 1& -!  C 8: e3U  7 82 b 8& -<  f'D -: $0

i0 d 16?2 8: >&?6 /%
 ( "5 -0 c /2 -K 15 W0 n 86 $& 0 _ 1&3<?+ /% ) 10 l /2 -K 15 7 82 b 8& -< pW -6 )0 h 1+ "6*V /( qW0 8; "D?0d $; -: ( z". /% -! Gen. 48:5

i0 d 16?'0 -( d 10 C* c% -5 1: -! C _ $D'& -2 1R ( e8a /; -5' f) 10 f /2 -E 8& ) ` $(?0 16
 2 g 8: >&  )* lA "] /(  0 b 1R  W0 e86 -F /2  6 b /% $5  fW0 f 86 "% -;?6 /:  )=̀ >(  D b /2 -A 1.?6 /&  2 85& c3 k /!  Exod. 3:5

i&' d( : 8+ c3A?G /5 -+ /& !0 e"6 "% + b $5*J f( ". /&
E i&' d( ( c "E0 $& "( G0 _ 12 1# >% 2 85 j3J "( -! Exod. 16:36

 G' c2 "H &' e( f)0 1(= ,& D g /. -@ 15 D l". -@ 1] /( -! ( "] ` $( )0 c 1(= ,& ( _ $# >% /5 G e3H9̂ h/( -! Exod. 32:16
iG d3H9̂ /(?6 /%

i&' d( &c "V /A 6 _ $& * e5 -: &b "V /A f( "!( -0 0 g 1R 2 ` $H /& 6 b $& -6 (c 8! >H /. -: d 1G & _3 6 0 n 1R Exod. 34:14
 C n "5 "U -2 /& -! G 86 r $@ -. D l"( "B {'( $# >% /5 -R |&'( 'V b 8] 15 !0 l"6 "% 2 b 8: >& * pG "PÊ >& D 8: h$H -! Exod. 39:5

i( d 8:35?G 8& (c "!( -0 ( _ "' 1K 2 n 8: >& /R 2` "B -: "5 : b $: -! 0 c 1; ": G /% _ /6*G -!
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 ) ` "G35 -:?6 /%  ( c $2 -# 8%  )0 _ $. -:  ( "V n $(  6 _ $& "2 -# 10?0 $; -<  G h35 -:?6 /%  )0 1; "D >& "( y -!  Exod. 39:14
i4 8D d ": 2 c "# "% )0_ $; -: 16 * e5 -:?6 /% :0 b 1& f) "G3H 0 g $H'. 1Q

 7 82 b 8:  f63R 15  )0 e16 "H -V /D'  f)0 1] /k /<  G 8# l 8A -# /A -!  20 b 1Q /; -I  * p6?C0 d $&  2 h8: >&  q63@ -!  Lev. 11:10
i) d 8@ "6 ) c $( 7 8A _ 8: ) 10 ` "] /< 2 b 8: >& (c "k /H /( : 8E_ 8; 6 n3R 15' ) 10 e/] /(

i) d 8@ "6 &' c( 7 8A _ 8: ) 10 ` "] /< G 8# c 8Ao -# /A -! 20 _ 1Q /; -I * n6?C0 d $& 2 _ 8: >& 6 b3R Lev. 11:12
I i) d 8@ "6 &' c( 7 8A _ 8: J ` /< -2 /&?6 /% S c $63( /( L* eJ "( 7 82 b 8: 6 t3R Lev. 11:20

i) d 8@ "6 &' c( 7 8A _ 8: ) 10 ` "6 -F /2 J b /< -2 /& * c6?2 8: >& L* eJ "( 7 82 b 8: f63@ -! Lev. 11:23
 ) c $(  )0 _ 1& $5 -4  J e/< -2 /&?6 /%  G 8@b 863( /(  f( "k /H d /(?6 "@ -<  !0 l"Q /R?6 /%  Sb $6*(  }  6 b3@ -!  Lev. 11:27

iD 82 d "% "(?+ /% & _ "5 -4 10 ) c "G "6 -D 1; -< /T _ $F3V /(?6 "R )` 8@ "6
i6 d $@ "& $0 & _3 6 &' c( 7 8A _ 8: 7 82 ` "& "(?6 /% 7 b $23a /( 7 82 c 8a /(?6 "@ -! Lev. 11:41

 G /% _ /2 "K &' c( & _ $5 "4 0 n /H /( 2 _ "# "< /( *&̀ -] 14 -! 0 c /H /( 2 _ "# "< /(?G 8& C n $(3R /( ( r "& "2 -! Lev. 13:15
i&' d(

 * e2 "# -< 15 Db "B f( 80 -( 10 0 g 1R :0 l1& :0 b 1& ) ` 8( $6 >& ) c 8. -2 /5 >& /! 6 e$& "2 -# 10 0b $; -<?6 8& f'2 -< /P Lev. 15:2
i&' d( & _ $5 "4 * cD*B

 2 c $Q /@ -6  /Z e$< -B 1] /(?6 /%  f) 8@ "6  !0 g 1. /G -;  0 s1; >& /!  {&! 1(  ) b "P /<  |2 "# "< /(  : 8Eb 8;  0 b 1R  Lev. 17:11
i2 d $Q /@ -0 : 8E_ 8V /< &' c( ) _ "P /(?0 d 1R )` 8@0 $G3: -E /;?6 /%

 2 c "# "<?6 "R ) _ /P 6 e$& "2 -# 10 0b $; -D 16 f2 /53& d "! {&'( |*: -E /; -D * b5 "P 2 l"# "<?6 "R : 8Eb 8;?0 d 1R Lev. 17:14
iG d $2 "R 10 !0 c "6 -@3&?6 "R &! e1( * b5 "P f2 "# "<?6 "R : 8Eg 8; 0 b 1R '6 ` $@&3 G & b3 6

 f( "5 $( -D' ) g "+ "& $5 * l6?2 8: >&?6 "R 15 ( p"!(0 d /6 :0 h1& q) 12 >H /0 2 b 8: >& ) 82 z$H?6 "R?S /& Lev. 27:28
i( d "!(0 /6 &' c( )0 _ 1: "+ d "A?: 8+ d3A ) 82 j$H?6 "R 6 ` $& "U 10 & b3 6 -! 2 c $@ "] 10 & _3 6 * eG "YĤ >& ( b $+ -v 15'

 : 8+ c3A  &'(̀  (c "!(0 /6  7 e$% "(  0 b 12 -Q 15  f7 82 f"& "(  J /2ug 8Y 15  7 82 p"& "(  2 h/# -% /5?6 "@ -!  Lev. 27:30
i( d "!(0 d /6

i&' d( !0 c "G3D >&?G0 $D -6 :& _3 2 :0 n 1& ( ` 8\ /] /6 :0 c 1& :0 _ 1& ' e0 -( 10 )b 8@ -. 1& -! Num. 1:4
iH /6 d3+ -< /( C0 _ $% -R * c;0 $% -! &'(̀ +c /U?J /2 -B 1R C j"] /( -! Num. 11:7

 0 _ $:& "2 )0 e1: "; >& )b "9R̂ (` "!( -0 0 b 1Q?6 /% C c "2& "Q 2 _ /< -+ 1] 15 ( n 8:35 ) _ "G3& H h/6 -: 1k /! Num. 13:3
i( "] d $( 6 c $& "2 -# 10?0d $; -D

 2 `35& $6  6 c $& "2 -# 10  0_ $; -<?6 8&  O e"G3&  ' b2 ".  2 b 8: >&  f7 82 f"& "(  G g /< 1P  '&0 p1K*k /!  Num. 13:32
 ) n "% "(?6 "@ -!  &! e1(  f"(0 f8D -:*0  G 86 g 8@3&  7 82 b 8&  O l"G3&  2' bG "6  O p"D  '; -2 h/D "%  q2 8: >&  7 82 z"& "(

iG* dP 15 0 _ $: -; /& O c "@*G -D ';0 _ 1& "2?2 8: >&
 :0 n 1& "( ( l"0 "( -! 2 e"H "5 f( "!( -0 0g $; -E 16 G 82 p34 -A C h8(0 $6 >% q'50 1# -! : z$& } C b $( "D ' b; -G' Num. 16:7

i0 d 1! $6 0_ $; -< ) c 8@ "6?D /2 :*+̀ "X /( &' b( (c "!( -0 2 _ /H -D 10?2 8: >&
 ';*9 1G 0 _ 1R &' e(?( /5 C b32 >( /& -! (` "!( -0?6 /% )0 c 1+ "%3V /( eW -G b "+ >%?6 "@ -! f( ". /& C l$@ "6 Num. 16:11

i!0 d "6 "% ]';0 c 19 /G[
 ) s"G "H -; 15?6 "@ d -6  ) "; "< -2 y"A?6 "R  : ` $& "(?C 15  )0 c 1: "+ xX /(  : 8+ _3X 15  nW -6  (_ 80 -( 10?(d 8B  Num. 18:9
iW0d 8; "D -6' &' c( nW -6 )0 _ 1: "+ d "A : 8+ b3A 0 e16 'D0 b 1: "0 2 b 8: >& f) "5 ": >&?6 "@ -6' ) l"G& "\ /H?6 "@ -6'

i&' d( & c $5 "4 !0 ` "6 "% 60 c 1G "Q +0 _ 15 "K?C0 $& 2 n 8: >& /Z' eG "E 0 b 16 -R f63@ -! Num. 19:15
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 fD "&*5 S 86 g 85 -< ) l/H -6 1; &' b( -! &! ` 1( 0 c 1235 ,& "( S 86 _ 85 C n3H0 1I 20 l1% C* e< -: 8H 0 b 1R Num. 21:26
iC d3; -2 /&?+ /% * c+ "k 15 * nK -2 /&?6 "R?G 8& H r /X 1k /! C* e:& 12 d "(

 &! ` 1(  (c 8; -A 15  7 82 _ 8&  6 e$& "2 -# 10  G b /+ >%  f0 $; -E 16  f( "!( -0  ( g "R 1(  2 h8: >&  7 82 l"& "(  Num. 32:4
I i( d 8; -A 15 W0 c 8+ "D >% d /6 -!
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Appendix B: Copular Examples

The examples listed below contain all the elements of the ‘tripartite’ 
structure and make the best contextual sense as pronominal copulas. 
We were deliberately generous in reading in favour of the dislocation 
analysis (see Appendix A) or isolating ambiguous examples (see 
Appendix C) so that this resulting list of copular examples would 
reflect a ‘best case’ corpus. Only when no other analysis made good 
contextual sense did we identify an example as copular. It is thus 
quite likely that readers who work through the contexts of the exam-
ples listed in Appendices A and C would add a number to this copu-
lar list.

Gen. 2:19; 15:2; 25:16; 27:38; 36:8; 42:6; Exod. 12.27; Lev. 
14:13; 23:2; 25:33; Num. 3:20, 21, 27, 33; Deut. 10:9, 17–18; 
12:23; 18:2; Josh. 13:14, 13:33; 1 Sam. 4:8; 2 Sam 7:28; 2 Kgs 
19:15; Isa. 9:14 (2x); 37:16; Jer. 14:22; 30:21; Zeph. 2:12; Ps. 
24:10; 44:5; Lam. 1.18; Neh. 9:6, 7; 1 Chr. 1:31; 8:6; 17:26; 22:1; 
2 Chr. 20:6.
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Appendix C: Ambiguous Examples

The examples listed below contain all the elements of the ‘tripartite’ 
structure. However, the discourse context suggests that either a dis-
location or copular analysis is felicitous and so for clarity these exam-
ples are not included in either appendix above.

One example presents unique interpretive difficulties: Lev. 20:21. 
The lack of agreement between the 3FS pronoun &! 1( (an example of 
the perpetual Qere in the Torah) and the syntactic subject/dislocation 
:0 1& is unexpected. It is possible that the feminine singular pronoun 
points to the antecedent as the abstract event ‘a man taking his broth-
er’s wife’ that is described in the relative clause rather than the mas-
culine singular head of the relative clause itself.

Lev. 20:21; Deut. 4:35, 39; 7:9; Josh. 2:11; 1 Kgs 8:60; 18:39 
(2x); Eccl. 1:9 (2x); 1:17; Dan. 8:21; 2 Chr. 33:13.

 )0 _ 120 12 >% ( c "9 1U !0 n 1H "& G_ /! -2 8% &! ` 1( ( b "P 1; !0 c 1H "& G 8: _ $&?G 8& H n /X 10 2 _ 8: >& :0 l1& -! Lev. 20:21
i' d0 -( 10

i* dP /D -6 15 +* c% C0 _ $& )0 ` 1(= ,& "( &' b( (c "!( -0 0 _ 1R G /% e /+ "6 "G b $& -2 "( f( ". /& Deut. 4:35
 ) 10 b /5 "a /<  )0 e1(= ,& d "(  &' b(  f( "!( -0  0 g 1R  {W 8D "D -6?6 8&  | "G3D $: >( /!  )* lk /(  b ". -% /+ "0 -!  Deut. 4:39

i+* d% C0 c $& G /H ` ". 15 7 82 c "& "(?6 /% -! 6 /% e/] 15
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